
PRACTICE 4
Propositions



A journalist killed in Northern Ireland

? Is the UK on the verge of becoming a disunited kingdom?

1. (Dis)unity within the UK

– Brexit: highly divisive → trouble in Ireland (ongoing: flag protests in 2013) and 

Scotland (planning on holding a new referendum on independence)

– BUT in 2015, Irish people not likely to approve of a return to violent methods 

according to a vocal critic of Sinn Fein.

– Fractured political landscape: divisions both within the Labour and the 

Conservative Parties (Cabinet members resigning in waves, Independent Group 

created in March, Brexit Party poised to be the great winner in the European 

election)

Transition: translates on a political level too.



2. Economic (dis)unity

– Inequalities between the various regions in England (reflected in the Brexit 

vote: London v. rest of the country, North v. South-East of the country) → myth

of the white working class.

– Brexit vote lost on economic grounds (Farage’s now debunked claim about the 

money sent to the EU – cf Brexit buses)

Transition: economic disparities translate on a social level too



3. Social (dis)unity

– Housing and transportation mentioned: housing scandals: Grenfell Tower fire 

in 2017. “Rabbit hutch” Britain (Labour phrase to describe the conversion of 

office blocks into housing introduced in 2011). Scandal about the separated 

playground forbidden to social-housing tenants created by a developer in 

London.

(Nimbyism (Not-in-my-backyard))

– Budget cuts harming social-service recipients (esp. NHS)

– BUT some federating causes like the environment: greater causes than the UK 

(cf Extinction Rebellion protests) are bringing people together.

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/apr/27/why-labour-is-right-to-speak-out-on-rabbit-hutch-britain
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/mar/26/why-cant-they-come-and-play-housing-segregation-in-london


■ Conclusion

– Britain is in a tight spot however this divisions are not new (the Troubles, not 

the first referendum on Scottish independence, class is less pregnant is

society than before.

– « Ouverture »: once the Brexit negotiations are over and Brexit has become

effective/been canceled, the country will finally be able to lick its wounds and 

its nations can finally mend their fences.





Fiche de situation

■ Examiner: You are at the head of a newspaper company and you recently decided to 

move to a digital-only future.

■ Candidate: You are in favour of print newspapers. You ask questions about his/her

decision.



Affirmative Action (CCP)
? Is equal opportunity a thing in the US?

1. At school

– Need for AA:

■ Income + social acceptance = boosting factors → stark inequalities betw. the white

population and people of other ethnic backgrounds (Share of the pop. v. share of 

poor people in 2016 : Whites: 61,1% v. 47.5%; Hispanics: 17.8% v. 21.1%; Blacks: 

12.3% v. 16.7%)

■ HW: not all minorities affected in the same way: Asian Americans: 5.4% v. 3.6% →

affirmative action working against educated Asian Americans

→ On the whole, striving to be as inclusive as possible.

Asian Americans: evolution over time (social profile)

– Uni as places of inclusion: increasingly so, diversity = asset (LGBT dorms at the 

Uni of Sheffield in Britain and at Georgetown Uni in Washington)

Transition: Is this movement toward inclusion mirrored after school?

https://datausa.io/profile/geo/united-states
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/11/19/the-real-secret-to-asian-american-success-was-not-education/?utm_term=.7ac1e28ea369
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/jul/02/lgbt-dorms-gay-students-safe-sheffield-university
https://www.washingtonblade.com/2018/01/15/georgetown-university-approves-lgbt-dorm/


2. At work

– Education can act as a means to level the playing field (going beyond social 
background): 

■ Less unemployment: x3 as likely to be unemployed as people w/ HE degree (cf
OECD study – 8.3% below secondary degree v. 2.5% tertiary degree)

■ Better wages if HE degree: median weekly earnings:  (cf Bureau of Labor Statistics) 
/!\ profession = profession libérale

– A closer look at employment:

■ Diversity in the workplace favoured by 80% of Americans (Pew Research Center)

■ HW Disparities remain at top lvl, even betw. Asian Americans and White Americans

■ Discrimination in the workplace remains (62% of Blacks in STEM jobs have 
experienced discrimination + less fair hiring (H) and promotion practices : only 72% 
for Blacks and Hispanics v. 78% and 86% for Asians and Whites (H) – Pew)

Transition: What may the solutions be?

https://data.oecd.org/unemp/unemployment-rates-by-education-level.htm
https://www.bls.gov/emp/chart-unemployment-earnings-education.htm
https://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2018/01/09/women-and-men-in-stem-often-at-odds-over-workplace-equity/ps_2018-01-09_stem_4-01/
https://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2018/01/09/blacks-in-stem-jobs-are-especially-concerned-about-diversity-and-discrimination-in-the-workplace/


3. Solutions?

Promoting economic diversity will impact ethnic diversity

– Keep using + boosting first-generation scholarships

– Boosting leg-up programs (Head Start – kindergarten – yielded mixed results 

partly because no follow-up) + the public ed° system altogether (cf literacy

case in Detroit) –> most inequalities take root in secondary ed°. 

– Need to consider revising other ways of getting privileged access to top uni too

(cf legacies – kids of alumni → favouring the reproduction of inequalities, 

prized athletes)

– Jobs: anonymous resumes

https://www.vox.com/2018/9/21/17880000/jeff-bezos-amazon-philanthropy-gift-2-billion
https://www.gse.harvard.edu/news/ed/17/05/poor-privileged
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/04/education/detroit-public-schools-education.html
https://www.theguardian.com/science/the-lay-scientist/2016/jan/28/the-evidence-suggests-i-was-completely-wrong-about-tuition-fees


■ Conclusion

– Still a long way to go as in many other countries (UK, France) – prejudice dies 

hard

– “ouverture”: all-Black colleges like Morehouse college could be a solution but 

merely sidestepping the pb (not addressing the inequalities betw. Blacks or 

Asians or Hispanics + step backward in some way – cf historically black 

universities created bef. 1964 like Fisk University, Tuskegee University)

– Need to be careful what measures are used bec. abuses sadly always possible 

(cf Varsity Blues)


